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1. The Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind, U,,(.\-). play a role 
in L, approximation similar to that played by the Chebyshev polynomials 
of the first kind, 7’,(x), in L, approximation. Thus the manic polynomial 
with minimum L, norm is u,,(x) just as the one with minimum L, norm is 
TTl(x) where the bars indicate normalization and where we arc considering 
the standard interval I = [- I. 11. This analogy has not been extended to 
other situations in which the T,, are used to develop results in 1.. approxima- 
tion. In the present paper, we carry over the method of defect approximation 
[2. p. 98: 31 to the L, cast and study expansions of entire functions in series 
of U,,(x) to get asymptotic values of E,‘(f) where 
Here .f’(x-) t C]- I, I]. the space of continuous functions of a real variable 
on I with real or complex values and 3, is the subspace of polynomials of 
degree I” II with complex coefficients. It is clear that an upper bound for 
E,,‘(f) is given by 215,,‘(f) where 
However, for the examples treated here, namely, eAJ. h complex, sm ts and 
cos tx, t real, and eL2, the asymptotic value of E,,‘(f) equals that of E,‘* (I.). 
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2. The expansion of U,!(X) in powers of .Y is given by 
so that n,,(x) == 2 “L’,,(X). Further ~ r/‘,, ,, == 2’ I). If we denote the r-th 
derivative of C<(-, ?(,u) by C,‘jL’;‘,(.u). I’ : 0. then wc have for any complex 
constant X that 
Let now B be a continuous linear operator mapping C[ ~~~ I, I ] into itself 
and let the inverse operator B-l exist and be continuous. By a standard 
compactness argument (see. e.g., [3- p. I J) we are assured of the existence of 
o,, , E.P ,, ,i such that 
B(Q,,,d -.i)’ 1 j B(Qn,, 1) , 
for all Q,, , E Y,, +l and,f’E C[ -~ I, I]. Now set S,, 2 B(&,l -- .f) and choose 
\7j so that 
Q,! / l(X) ~~ 2,) C”, / l(.U) P,(.Y) 
where pn(s) E Y,( . Then the following bounds hold for E,,‘(f): 
ProqJl Since the right-hand inequality is obvious. it remains to prove the 
left-hand one. This follows from the elementary properties of the L, norm 
as follows: 
3. In the application of this method of defect approximation, we shall 
take B to be a linear Volterra-type integral operator. By considering the 
equivalent differential equation and initial value condition, we can show the 
existence and continuity of B-l. Furthermore, since in our examples, we 
have that B maps .d,, i into -f,,, ,, , where k -z I or 2, we need only show 
that we can find a QN ,,(x) t .Pn+, and a (complex) constant c,, such that 
4L ~~ .f> = C,LUFI, r1 . Our approach is constructive in that for some of 
the examples, polynomials pI1 are determined which are aimost best L., approxi- 
mations in the sense that p,( ~~ ,f ‘! is asymptotically equal to E,,‘(j). 
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EXAMPLE 1. Consider the function j(x) ~~~~ @’ where h is a nonzero com- 
plex constant. c@’ is the unique solution of 
. ., 
We must now see if we can find a polynomial &, 1(.~) t -4,, , and a complex 
constant pli such that 
For any given /3,, . we have. by considering both real and imaginary parts. a 
total of 2/1 L- 4 linear equations in 211 -~ 4 unknowns, with a nonsingular 
matrix. Hence we have a unique solution once we have determined p,, 
Repeated differentiation of (5) followed by ;t summation yields that 
Substituting this polynomial into (5) gives 
From (2) we have the following estimate for /3,( : 
(6) 
where C’ m= exp(l h “,4) I. Hence /3,, -i-’ 0 and oni 1(.~) is not identically 
zero. Differentiating (5) once yields 
In addition o,,~, (x) must satisfy the boundary condition 
Multiplying (8) by pm”’ and integrating from 0 to X, we find that 
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Therefore ji &7L+1(x) - enz II1 -.i 2 ~ /I??( 1 I(! X ! where K -- eizii A- X i - I. If 
we now take CY,~ = 2(n + 2) P,Jh, we have that 
Referring to (3) we get the following inequality 
2(j /?ili /! X )(2n I- 4 - K) _ Enl(eJ,c) I:: p,, - ehJ,1 
2(, prl Iii h ~)(2/1 L 4 A K). 
Substituting for I /!I,, ; from (7) we get our desired result, 
E,‘(e”“) = (1 x “I F’i’2”(/7 + I)!)( I -2 O(w 1)) 
which is the same asymptotic value as for E/(e”,‘) [I. p. 961. 
EXAMPLI 2. Consider now f(x) =m cos fx, f(x) = sin tx, t real. The 
asymptotic deviation for these functions may be found by setting X = it in 
Example I. The calculation from (4) to (9) is valid. In (6) /In will be real for 
II even and imaginary for II odd. If we separate the real and imaginary parts 
of et’,’ and set 
0 -ll 1 (x) :L p’ (x) -+- ic?‘“’ (.Y) ,n 1 A II kl 
the Q[lJ1( u) Q,ll’il(x) E .Y7L+1 n+ ’ ’ are, respectively. even and odd for n even and 
odd and even for 17 odd. Thus for 17 even. 
and for-f(x) = cos IX 
while forf(x) = sin tx, 
&,(sin ts) =- L$.(sin I.u) -: (1 t “““/2”“(2k + I)!)(1 T O(I/2k)). 
Again we have that E,,’ is asymptotically equal to E,“. 
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EXAMPLE 3. The function ,f(s) exp(x’) is the unique solution of the 
equation 
Bf’ ii.\-, 1.” 2ff(f) t/r I. 
. 0 
Hence we try to determine 21 real polynomial O,!(X) and ;I real /3,, such that 
(10) 
We choose 11 to be even and determine ,8,! from the set of equations 
We have that 
On applying (I) we find that 
Solving the linear differential equation 
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with initial condition (1 I), we have that 
with K -1 e. Furthermore 
where II :~ 2k. Finally, we have that as k --f s 
E;,c-2(eJ’) = Cf.. ,(eq = cy1 O( I /2k))/22fL lk! 
(Cf. [5. p. 4641). 
4. We now turn to the case where f(x) is analytic in I and hence in a 
region containing I. Let ER denote an ellipse with foci at $1 and sum of 
semiaxes R -, I. The set of functions analytic in E, and Lebesgue integrable 
on E, will be denoted by AR1. ,f(z) E AR1 for some R. 
LEMMA 1. Letf’(z) E AR1 such thutf(z) is rea/,fbr real;. For arzy q, t int(E,) 
btje IIU~P that 
%I = $ j1 f‘(x) U,,(x) ( I -~ xy cl.\-, 
1’ 
II = 0, 1 )... . 
are the Fourier coqficients corresponding to the weight, fbnction ( 1 --- .J?)~ “‘. 
(ii) ,I ,, :-Z L( R),‘R” 1 ’ where 
Proof (i) See [4, Theorem 9.1.11. 
(ii) Setting x --- cos t, we have that 
I n 
L7irt = =-rri i f(cos t) sin (II T- I)r sin I dt. ~~ 7 
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Set : .- c’! and perform the integration with respect to z on the unit circ!e 
c’. so that 
By Cauchy’s theorem 
Now under the transformation 11‘ (l/2)(: I ,-I. 11’ describes the ellipse 
E, as .z describes a circle of radius I:‘/? or R. Taking these cases respectively 
for the integrals in (12). we find that 
E,,‘(.f) 2L(R):R”“(R I) 
Prmf: 
E,‘(l) 1l.Y) 
from which the result follows. 
The scyuencc in,,\ exists if and only if 
Proqf: Sincef(;) is transcendental, we can find a sequence ;/I,,; such that 
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iII -, ,/ 0. Since by (13). lim,, -,(‘x,~)’ ‘!/ = 0. there exists a subsequence (II,,: 
su& that for all /L 
where 6,, :- o( 1) as ,U - ‘x. Thus 
Setting 
we have that 
and 
Furthermore 
The result follows from (14). 
EXAMPLE I. If t is a real number, then [2, p. 961 
where 
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is the modified Bessel function of order II. On differentiating, we obtain 
Now conditions (I) and (2) of Theorem I will be satisfied for II,, CL. 
p-- 1.3 *,... . It follows that as /I ~--r M3 
E,,l(e’“) I: 2 . (2(; f ‘)(/I ~- 2) I,, J f I)( I /~ o(l)) 
~:~ (i t P’ ‘,/2”(!1 I)!)( I L O(I)) 
in agreement with our previous result. 
EXAMPLE 2. From 
[2. p. 961, where 
is the ordinary Bessel function of order 77, we get by differentiating, that 
Taking 17, as the sequence of odd integers, wc find that 
as before. A similar result holds for sin fx. 
EXAMPLE 3. 
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Taking again II, as the sequence of odd integers, we find that 
which agrees with our previous result for t == I. 
We close by stating two theorems without proof inasmuch as their proof 
is almost identical with the proof of the corresponding theorem for the 
L, norm. 
THEORFM 2 (cf. [I, p. 1161). Let,/(z) ~. xi~,, a,(z?’ he an entire tramceil- 
clental,fi~nction, real for real z. SLIC~/~ that lim,,,, ~1~s 2 N, ’ /‘I r- 0. Then there 
exists CI .sequence II, mch that a,,‘I 1 ;’ 0 and 
THEOREM 3 (cf. [2, p. 981). Let B be u continuous linear operator ~zhirh 
maps the space C[- I, I] into itself awl let the inverse operator B ml esist and 
he contirmous. Suppose that .f (x) is an entire ,fiinction v~Aich is real for real 1. 
Let Qn :,(x) E 9, 1 he mcli that 
ad let :I,, be such that 
Then there exists a sequence qf integers ni, , p = 1, 2,..., such that 
~, Pn,, - f i’, = E&(.f‘)(l - o(l) as p + m. 
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